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nsurers, be afraid: as long as your clients’ stolen Social Insurance Numbers
are sitting on the Dark Web, your cyber exposure may as well be unlimited.
Under the oversight of the federal government, SIN numbers are basically the ‘password’ to a person’s ﬁnancial information. The numbers are
required for obtaining child care beneﬁts, student loans, employment insurance, pensions and death beneﬁts.
Insurance professionals, following the advice of cyber experts everywhere,
constantly advise their clients to change passwords to protect their data and
identities. And yet the feds want to keep a one-SIN, one-person system. Basically, they don’t want to change your clients’ passwords even after a breach.
“The main reason we do not automatically issue a new social insurance
number in these circumstances is simple: getting a new social insurance
number will not protect individuals from fraud,” the feds told the Federal
House of Commons’ standing committee on public safety and national security in July. “The former social insurance number continues to exist and
is linked to the individual. If a fraudster uses someone else’s former social
insurance number, and their identity is not fully veriﬁed, credit lenders may
still ask the victim of fraud to pay the debts.”
The feds say SIN numbers alone are “never sufficient to access a government program or beneﬁt, or to obtain credit or services in the private sector.”
But let’s face it: they are a pretty signiﬁcant way for cyber criminals to get
their foot in the door. That’s because other forms of ID – such as names, addresses, dates of birth, and telephone numbers – are pretty easy to obtain.
When cyber thieves steal your clients’ information, it sits in a marketplace
on the Dark Web for years without being used. The going rate of a SIN number on the Dark Web these days is one loonie — or $30 if it’s part of a “Fullz
info” package (a bundle of information sold to fraudsters).
Basically, our stolen SIN numbers are ticking time bombs, open for exploitation at any time by fraudsters. By not changing the SIN number system,
the feds are basically handing cyber criminals the passwords to Canadians’
ﬁnancial data. Insurers should be working with the government to change
the current system, which is far too easy for cyber criminals to exploit.
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CAA Insurance offers unique product solutions,
underwriting service and marketing campaigns
that really pop. Want to spice things up more?
Add a dash of CAA Member discounts.
Spoiler alert: The good guys always win.
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Kathy Corbacio 289-260-5120 (Ontario)
Elenor Nowosad 204-262-6003 (Manitoba)
Lynne Gerhardt 902-229-3478 (Atlantic)

®CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
To qualify for the discount you must be a current CAA Member in good standing (CAA Membership dues paid in full by
membership expiry date). Eligible CAA Members may qualify to receive a Member Loyalty Discount based on membership tenure
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How slip-and-fall lawsuit rules
could change in Ontario
July 10
The story: If Bill 118 is passed into law in
Ontario, plaintiffs would have only 10 days
to give defendants’ notice of slip-and-fall
claims caused by snow and ice. Currently,
the timeline is two years.

Judy Bell says:
Get this passed! This has been a joke in
the past. Lawyers have benefited the most
and consumers are paying for it! We need
to stop paying for people who don’t use
their head. Don’t wear high heels in an ice
storm and expect to get rich when you slip
and fall!

Brenda Russell says:
I agree with Judy. If there is true negligence,
the 10-day window won’t have any effect on
the claimant submitting their lawsuit.

Byron Yankou says:

canadianunderwriter

What’s at the
heart of today’s
hardening
market cycle
July 5
The story: The origin
of today’s hardened
market cycle is a
natural evolution
of a “soft market
that lasted too
long,” a senior
risk manager
told Canadian
Underwriter.
Jordan Switzer says:
The hard market has
definitely been a challenge. This is the
first one I have experienced, but I feel
brokers have always been selective and
diligent in writing quality business and
providing excellent customer service.

This bill should be passed to help curtail fraudulent slip-and-fall lawsuits. We regularly receive
lawsuits just before the statute of limitations, when video footage, witnesses, and memories
have disappeared.

Addison Liu says:
Please pass Bill 118. Ten days to notify the occupier is not difficult. If it happens in a mall,
the closest retail store can provide info about the property management or
landlord. CCTV footage often gets erased every two weeks. There is
a better case to preserve evidence when the occupier gets the
notice in 10 days.

How diligent note-taking helped
this broker defend a lawsuit
July 22
The story: When a claimant sued her insurer, the case was thrown
out because she had filed the lawsuit two years after the statute of
limitations. The claimant said her broker had “forgotten” that she had called the brokerage
within the limitations period, which the brokerage denied. The court ruled in favour of the broker,
who had a history of meticulous note-taking.

Rachelle Smith says:
That’s the biggest thing I’ve learned in my five years. Note as much you possibly can after a
conversation with the clients! Just cover your butt.

J.Y. says:
I find it interesting and commendable that the judge in particular favoured the broker because
she documented “losses which were not covered” as a sign that the broker was diligent. Every
broker and every carrier should. But I don’t think this is done in practice when, at first glance,
coverage appears to not be triggered.

Could trial lawyers take
a run at a 40-year-old
cap on pain and
suffering awards?
July 4
The story: The Supreme Court of Canada
imposed a $100,000 cap on awards for
pain and suffering damages in 1978.
But since then, several other measures
designed to manage claims costs have
been introduced, meaning the rationale
for the cap may not longer be applicable,
says the president of
the Ontario
Trial Lawyers
Association.

Exposing ICBC says:
Some interesting
thoughts from
Canadian Underwriter
on what could make
the caps on pain
and suffering awards
obsolete. What do
you think, TLABC (Trial
Lawyers Association of
British Columbia)?
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BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS

What are friends for?
To survive a hard market, risk managers should be
networking with underwriters. But timing is everything
B Y J A S O N C O N T A N T, Online Editor

D

eveloping very strong relationships with underwriters and
providing detailed information to
them can help during a hardening market, risk managers say.
“If you’ve never met your underwriter, don’t book a meeting with him
in the hard market,” advises Stéphane
Cossette, senior director of risk man-

agement with Quebecor Media Inc. in
Montreal. “Some [business relationships with] underwriters are sturdier.
If you were able to secure a relationship with them [before the market
cycle turned], now going to the hard
market will be easier. And that’s what
we’re living right now.”
Instead of chasing a lower rate, pick

INTACT’S NEW
FRONTIER | AUGUST 7

Intact Financial Corporation expanded into the
restoration services area, acquiring Vancouver-based On Side Restoration. Intact says the
move will help to boost its claims expertise and
supply chain network as severe weather events
become more frequent.

your insurance partners wisely, Cosette advises. Receiving very competitive terms from very selective underwriters can make all the difference.
“Underwriters want to tidy up the
books, but honestly, at the end of the
day, they want to strike that deal,” he
says. “They want to renew it, so that’s
where the relationship is key.”

FILE AND USE | AUGUST 2

Insurers reveal that Ontario’s new
insurance regulator is considering
a “file-and-use” system for private
passenger auto rate changes. Specifics
are not known, but generally rate filings
under such a system would be “deemed
approved” after a certain period of time.
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The opening of PG Drain, Sewer, Excavation & PG Temporary Lodging allows us to explore
opportunities in other lines of business and expand our service capabilities.
“As we move forward, our vision is to strengthen our brand globally and expand across
North America, South America and Europe. We are actually at the infancy stage and envision
exponential growth in the next 5-10 years globally.” Frank Mirabelli, CEO.
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If a pre-existing relationship exists, and that underwriter comes to
you with terms, you know he’s got an
interest in you, Cosette suggests. You
know he wants to renew at a reasonable price.
“I strongly believe that if you’ve
been with someone for 10 years,
they’ll be kind of more lenient during
a hard time,” he says. “But if last year I
changed underwriters for just a couple
of cents, trust me, that new guy owes
me nothing. Don’t go into the market
and try to get every last cent out of every underwriter you meet and change
relationships overnight.”
How can you help an underwriter
to help you in a hard market? Provide
enough detailed information to enable
the underwriter to write a rate that’s
palatable to you, says Cossette, who began his career as an underwriter, then a
broker and then a risk manager.
“Underwriters want to write accounts,” he adds. “People don’t get this.”
Insurers’ appetite parameters tend to
tighten up dramatically in a hard market, so being able to distinguish your organization as best-in-class is extremely
important, says Curtis Desiatnyk, manager of risk and insurance with Mount
Royal University in Calgary.
“If you’re simply ﬁlling in applications, you may not always know what
information is really driving their decisions or rates,” he says. “Being able to
have one-on-one conversations to make
your case and answer their direct questions can make all the difference.”
Cossette and Desiatynk each report
seeing pressure on rates. “I don’t think
an underwriter wants to double the premium,” Cossette says, noting that he has
seen rate increases of between 10-15%.
“What they want is a good substantial
increase. But mostly they want the underwriting information that will justify
their position on any given account.”
HARD PREDICTION | JULY 31

Commercial clients hoping for some relief from
price increases could be in for a disappointment,
Albert Benmichol, CEO of Axis Capital Holdings
Ltd., said during an earnings call. “We believe
that [upward] pricing action will continue into
2020 and perhaps longer.”

SURVEY SAYS…

BROKERS’ BIGGEST CHALLENGES
Ninety-ﬁve brokers picked their “Top 3 most important challenges”
from a list of 23 major issues facing brokers today. The votes below
indicate how many times the issue appeared in their Top 3 lists.

1
2
3
4
5

Retention of clients in hardening market conditions

60 Votes
(63.2%)
Recruiting top talent into my brokerage

36 Votes
(37.9%)
Improving data exchange with carriers

28 Votes
(29.5%)
Finding profitable business in hardening market conditions

26 Votes
(27.4%)
Competing for business against directs

2 1 Votes
(22.1%)

Many people believe a hardening market is strictly about rates. “It’s not,” says
Cossette. “It includes restricted capacity
and a pressure on rates, but it’s mostly
about a request for tangible information
for the underwriter to assess the risk.”
In a soft market, underwriters can
write accounts with less information.
However, if the risk manager didn’t
provide enough detailed information
during the soft market, and suddenly
the underwriter is asking for additional information during a hard

market cycle, it can put the unprepared
risk manager in a tough position.
“If you did your job as a risk manager
and you do have this information, there
will remain some pressure on the rates,
but if you have a relationship for a long
time going with a serious partner, I don’t
see any problem and I haven’t,” Cossette says. “I’ve seen increases, I’ve seen
requests, I’ve seen people who kind of
back down and say, ‘Can I reduce part of
my capacity?’ but nothing so drastic that
it’s going to affect my budgets.”

CAPITAL ONE BREACH | JULY 30
Credit card issuer Capital One Financial Corp.
expects that a massive cyber breach affecting
millions of Canadians could cost the firm
more than $100 million. The company has
$400 million in cyber insurance, although
it is unknown if the breach is covered.
canadianunderwriter.ca | September 2019
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What’s inside a Chartered Insurance
Professional designation?

PRINCIPLES
DISCIPLINE
ANTICIPATION
Throughout the Canadian insurance industry, there are over 18,000
people who currently hold the Chartered Insurance Professional (CIP)
designation. CIPs undergo rigorous training and education, operate
at a highly professional level and adhere to a strict code of conduct.
Get your CIP through the Insurance Institute to enhance your skills
and serve your clients better today and in the future.
insuranceinstitute.ca/cip
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ELECTRONIC PINK SLIPS

The next dominoes fall…
Alberta and Newfoundland & Labrador join the ranks of provinces
that have approved electronic proof of insurance. Who’s next?
B Y J A S O N C O N T A N T, Online Editor

A

lberta and Newfoundland & Labrador have joined Nova Scotia as the
only Canadian provinces allowing
the use of electronic pink slips by drivers.
The news from Alberta dropped right
at press time. Drivers in the province are
now allowed to show electronic proof of
auto insurance (EPAI) to law enforcement officers. The move was announced
Aug. 12 as part of the province’s “red tape
reduction” initiative.
In Alberta, insurance companies will
be responsible for creating and providing applications for enabling digital proof of insurance and the timeline

ASTEROID INSURANCE | JULY 30
A “city-killer” asteroid missed Earth by about
70,000 km, which is closer than the moon.
Had it hit, it’s likely the damage would have
been covered by a standard homeowners’
policy, which covers “falling objects.”

for implementation will depend on the
insurer, the government announced.
Consumers will be able to continue with
the original option of the traditional paper-based system if they prefer.
“We are supportive of any changes that
help make insurance easier and more
accessible for Alberta’s 3-million drivers,” said Celyeste Power, vice president
of Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC)’s
Western region. “Electronic commerce is
available in most other sectors and much
needed in the insurance sector. Already,
many U.S. states and two other provinces
allow digital proof of insurance and we

anticipate other provinces will follow.”
News from Alberta followed an earlier announcement from Newfoundland
and Labrador, which approved the use
of EPAI in that province July 29.
“Enabling the delivery of EPAI is a
step towards allowing more innovation
in the insurance industry and was one
of the potential improvements to the
automobile insurance system referenced in the Board of Commissioners of
Public Utilities’ report to the provincial
government in January 2019,” Superintendent of Insurance of Newfoundland
and Labrador Renee Dyer wrote in a

AUTO FRAUD BUST | JULY 26

Insurance Bureau of Canada helped police
identify stolen high-end vehicles that were
allegedly being prepared for shipment to
China and EU countries. The total value of
the vehicles recovered is $2.2 million.
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No two risks are the same.
And RSA’s risk control team is ready to get
to work on all of them.
With expertise in coverage for EBI, fleet, liability and
property, our team collaborates with risk managers to tailor
specialized programs that respond to unique exposures. At
RSA, we know that every business is different—and we’re
committed to preventing problems before they happen.

Proud to be your partner in insurance.
Find out how we can work together at rsabroker.ca/riskcontrol
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bulletin announcing the move.
Electronic pink slips will likely appeal
to drivers who are comfortable with technology and using smartphone apps, says
Kelly Hickman, president of the Insurance
Brokers Association of Newfoundland
and Labrador (IBAN). In fact, she adds,
a common call to brokers is from clients
looking for a copy of their pink card.
Some brokers have already been offering access to electronic pink cards
through broker management system
apps or other providers. “It may be difﬁcult getting consent from those clients
after the fact,” Hickman notes. “For
those brokers who have been offering access to eSlips through their online apps
or other providers for a few years, it will
now be necessary to obtain written consent from those clients in order for them
to be able to use the EPAI.”
Regulatory bulletins in Alberta and
Newfoundland and Labrador include
some required guidelines and principles
for insurers and brokers to offer EPAI.
Among them is that the insurer or broker must obtain consent from the client
to offer EPAI.
In addition, consumers must be aware
of speciﬁc risks and limitations:
• The absence of Internet services may
limit the on-demand availability and
accessibility of EPAI
• If a client is travelling outside provinces that offer EPAI, they will be required to produce a paper-based card
that “may require direct conﬁrmation
with their insurer or broker,” in the
words of the Newfoundland and Labrador bulletin.
• The client is responsible for any loss or
damage to their phones that may occur
while the devices are in the care, custody or control of a third party who has
authority to request access.
Nova Scotia became the ﬁrst Canadian jurisdiction to approve EPAI in January 2018.
ALBERTA TORNADOES | JULY 23
The province’s tornado season this year
has been “active,” storm-chaser Chris
Kiernan reported. Seventeen probable or
confirmed tornadoes have happened so
far, according to Environment and Climate
Change Canada. The number far-surpasses
the 30-year average of 12.

NEW OFFERS
INSURTECH PLATFORM FOR AGRICULTURE
Vendor: Farmers Edge
Target Audience: Agricultural insurers
What it Does: Creates an enhanced digital connection
between insurance providers and agricultural growers

Winnipeg-based Farmers Edge has launched an insurtech platform that combines
field-level data, remote sensing, artificial intelligence-driven models, and secure
automation technology.
For insurers, the platform offers visibility into each farm operation for better risk
management and lowered administration costs through automated claim prediction,
detection, estimation, adjudication and reporting.
The platform uses data from FarmCommand, an all-in-one farm data management
platform. It also includes the release of two new solutions, Smart Claim and Smart
Reporting, to bridge the gap between field data collection and reporting.

FREE RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Vendor: CFC
Target Audience: Technology companies
What it Does: Adds a variety of free risk management services to its technology insurance policy

Specialist insurer CFC has added a range of free risk management services to its
technology insurance policy to help customers prevent a claim – particularly cyber
incidents – from occurring in the first place.
CFC has teamed up with experts from around the globe to provide best-of-breed risk
management including, among other things:
• Cyber risk rating report from BitSight that allows customers to benchmark
themselves against peers and competitors
• CFC RepKnight breach monitoring service, which continually searches the dark web
for information specific to the customer’s organization and alerts them in real-time to
possible breaches of their data
• Cyber incident response plan builder to help customers produce a tailored incident
response plan

AUTOMATED BORDEREAU FUNCTION
Vendor: Apollo Insurance Solutions
Target Audience: Brokers and managing general agents
What it Does: Automatically generates bordereau

Apollo’s cloud-based Exchange platform is designed to allow brokers to bind insurance
products and produce bordereau reports with the click of a button.
Bordereau generation has been a major friction point for brokers and MGAs across Canada.
Traditionally, application data has been locked in PDF application forms. In contrast,
Apollo Exchange collects, analyzes, and reports data insights. The data can be used for
immediate and automated bordereau generation; it can also be used to optimize more
accurate risk rating, distribution strategies and pricing.
“By collecting digital application forms, we are able to route and create bordereau
on any product, binding authority, or program — including those on Lineage and other
upload sites,” says Apollo CEO Jeff McCann. “This function saves partners who are on the
Exchange many hours of manual data entry. This is transformational, and goes directly to
the bottom line.”

I, ROBOT | JULY 19

Artificial intelligence will have a big
impact on adjusters, actuaries and
insurance agents, but it won’t necessarily
kill their jobs, predicted AI expert Eli Fathi
of MindBridge Analytics Inc. But lowerskilled jobs may be in jeopardy — including employees who work in call centres.
canadianunderwriter.ca | September 2019
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SUMMARY

New Canadian
chief agent for AGCS

CROSS-SELLING

Are you leaving
money on the table?

Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty (AGCS) has appointed
Linda Regner Dykeman as chief agent in Canada

WHO: Linda Regner Dykeman
CURRENT ROLE: Chief agent in
Canada for German commercial
insurer Allianz Global Corporate
& Specialty SE.
P&C EXPERIENCE: 25 years
PROFILE: Held senior roles in
commercial lines for the
Canadian branches of Travelers,
Aviva and RSA

Linda Regner Dykeman is now chief agent in Canada for Allianz Global Corporate &
Specialty, a Munich-based company with offices in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver.
She served since 2016 as head of MidCorp, the AGCS Canada division that insures
small and mid-sized organizations.
Dykeman succeeds Ulrich Kadow, who is now global head of marine for AGCS.
Kadow had been chief agent since 2015.
Dykeman’s successor as head of MidCorp had yet to be announced at press time.
Before joining AGCS, Dykeman held a variety of roles at Travelers Canada, Aviva
Canada, and RSA Canada.
She has obtained her Chartered Insurance Professional (CIP) and Fellow Chartered
Insurance Professional (FCIP) designations from The Insurance Institute of Canada.
She now reports to Bill Scaldaferri, president and CEO for North America at AGCS.
In Canada, AGCS writes machinery breakdown, ﬁnancial lines, aviation, marine, and
energy and construction, among others.

Kate Hogan is
Gore Mutual’s new
director of Western
Canada. She will
be in charge of
Gore’s personal
and commercial
underwriting and
business development teams in
Western Canada. Previously, she worked
for seven years at Aviva Canada.

FLOOD CZAR | JULY 19

Lorri Frederick is
stepping down
from her role
as president of
ClaimsPro, the
independent
adjusting unit of
SCM Insurance
Services. Her interim successor is
Ross Betteridge, SCM’s chief operating
officer.

Ontario appointed a special adviser on
flooding to recommend ways for the province
to help communities deal with and reduce
the risk of water damage. The advisor,
Doug McNeil, is a former Manitoba deputy
minister. He is expected to deliver a report
and recommendations in the fall.

Shelley Willick is the new
CEO of Saskatchewan
Mutual Insurance Company. She joined SMI in
1994 and until recently
was senior vice president
of operations. When
she first started at SMI,
she was the company’s vice president of
finance and administration, a position she
held for 23 years.

SIMON-KUCHER & PARTNERS
Canada’s
property and
casualty insurance industry
could potentially be leaving a
lot of money on
the table by not
doing more cross-selling, according to a report by strategy and marketing consultants
Simon-Kuchner & Partners.
Simon-Kuchner surveyed 348 Canadian
and U.S. policyholders in the spring of
2019. Although 93% of the participants
said they would like to have a “main”
insurer, only 29% of them actually had one.
A participant in the study was considered
to have a “main insurer” if they had more
than 70% of their insurance policies with
one provider.
The study identified six different types of
insurance that might be provided by one insurer – property, car, health, life, legal, and
home insurance. Canadians in the survey
who did not have a main insurer tended to
have their insurance needs covered by two
or three insurers (the average was 2.6).
Forty per cent of participants said it
would be easier to have all of their insurance policies placed with one provider. Just
under 20% reported that if the service was
good, they would be willing to pay a higher
price to have all of their insurance policies
under one roof.
However, although insurers and brokers
frequently contacted customers who had
no main provider, only 4% of those consumers talked to their insurer or broker about
insurance coverage. Most calls had to do
with buying a new policy or renewing one.
“Insurers frequently contact their customers, though rarely for cross-selling,” the
report says. ‘Most insurers, regardless of
customer tendencies, have failed to tap into
customer potential [for cross-selling].”
Potential solutions include a better
understanding of the customer’s wants and
needs, as well as making sure that processes (such as lead generation, for example)
and incentives support the brokers’ and
agents’ ability to cross-sell.

APARTMENT BLAZE | JULY 18
A pre-dawn fire extensively damaged
a three-storey apartment building in
downtown Charlottetown, displacing
more than 50 people. Most of the building’s
tenants, all of whom were evacuated
safely, were seniors. No word yet
on the cause of the fire.
canadianunderwriter.ca | September 2019
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cu

INTERVIEW

CHRISTINE MALIGEC, 2019 RIMS Canada Conference Co-Chair

RISK MANAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
Christine Maligec, 2019 RIMS Canada
Conference Co-Chair, talks about the
shifting environment for risk
managers and how they can
adapt in the future.
By David Gambrill, Editor-in-Chief
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cu | What are some emerging
issues you see for risk managers
in the future?
Aging infrastructure. It’s been added on to the
World Economic Forum’s annual global risk report.
It’s not a problem that’s isolated to any speciﬁc
country or region. It is a global systemic problem.
Infrastructure grew after the Second World War,
when we put some of these systems into place,
and we continued to build into the 80s and 90s
and 2000s. We have pulled back on funding the
maintenance of these systems, and now we are at a
point when we have crumbling infrastructure underground. Our sewers and waterlines are starting
to degrade. We’ve got electrical grid systems that
are hanging by a thread and almost obsolete. A
technology-based future requires sustaining power
in a new urban environment.

cu | This ties in with a second
emerging issue you have mentioned…
Yes, climate change and adaptation. As we have
built communities, we have taken away green
space, which is Mother Nature’s ﬂood mitigation
system. The infrastructure we currently have is
not able to manage those 5-year, 10-year or 20year events. We’re not prepared to deal with the
aging infrastructure that we have, and the climate
around us is continuing to change. We are presently
experiencing two things in Alberta: ﬁre issues in
the north, and water issues. It’s either super-dry or
moisture-rich in Alberta. We’re starting to have a
conﬂict with Nature. We need to do a better job of
taking care of the Nature. And most of the infrastructure that we build has to be resilient to those
changes, too.

cu | How does climate change
affect a risk manager?
The effect depends upon the certain discipline of
risk you are in. If you are an insurance risk person,
and that’s speciﬁcally what you deal with, you have
to be incredibly mindful of your asset inventory,
your total insured value, and any exclusions you

may have on your insurance policies. If there is one
of those 20- or 50- or 100-year ﬂooding events that
affect your organization’s property, you need to have
the terms and conditions to be able to deal with that.
From a mitigation perspective, you need to have
conversations internally with stakeholders. Take
an engineering group, for example. You might say
to them, ‘Look, we’re not going to get $100 million
in new funding, that’s not going to happen. But let’s
talk about resiliency.’ There are ﬂood mitigation
systems that, for a small investment, can certainly
protect high-value assets. Especially where there
are things like inventory or electrical systems. We
can make minor adaptations while decision-makers
someplace else are trying to ﬁgure that big systemic
funding problem.

cu | What skills are valuable to future
risk managers when dealing with
these kinds of emerging issues?
One valuable skill set is problem-solving. I think the
perception is that risk managers just buy insurance,
but now we have to become problem-solvers. And
it’s not just problem-solving for aging infrastructure
and climate change adaptation. How do we help
an organization meet its objectives? The objectives
could be, ‘How do we integrate more options for
transportation solutions? How do we increase the
social well-being of communities?’ Or they could
also include increased workﬂow integration, if you
are delivering a product or service, or advancing
your environmental image, if you are resource
extraction agency. Helping to problem-solve is going
to be one of the skillsets for a risk manager of the
future.

cu | Can you elaborate on what the risk
manager of the future will look like?
We are risk managers, we’re not risk avoiders. Everything is changing around us. We cannot be the
merchants of ‘no.’ We cannot tell our organizations
that we cannot do something. We have to work with
our organizations and stakeholders to help everybody ﬁnd the right ‘yes.’
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Our mindset should be that we are a stakeholder at the
board table to help with decision-making; to help make
risk-informed decisions; to help make strategic, enterprisebased decisions. And we need to be more collaborative
within our organizations. Why? Everyone is a risk manager
within an organization. It’s not just the risk professional.
You have people in the engineering group, communications
and marketing, strategic planning, governance and HR,
for example. All of these people manage risk in some
special way. Risk managers should be the conduit to that
conversation, pulling people in. When you group all of those
people together, you create a “wisdom of the crowd,” that
informal Delphi group within an organization. You bloom
better knowledge, better collaboration, better innovation,
better decision-making within the organization that is
risk-informed. You are spending less time just looking at
a checklist of things, or just buying insurance, or telling
people that they can’t do something. You are actually adding
value to the corporation.

cu | What about risk managers
in smaller organizations? Does this
apply to them as well?
I don’t think scale of the organization is the barrier, the barrier is the mindset. The mindset of the organization should
be that it wants to evaluate itself in that type of a [collaborative] framework. It has the humility to appreciate that
things aren’t perfect and appreciates the spirit of continuous
improvement. For any risk manager, you need to understand
what the problem is that you are trying to solve, because you
could come up with some pretty brilliant solutions for a problem that doesn’t actually exist for you. Set the context. Once
you establish your context, spend some time in that space.
Then you can get into risk identiﬁcation, risk assessment,
and risk evaluation stages. After that, you can start managing
the risk. That risk could be an opportunity to enter into a
joint venture, create a new product, and enter into a merger
or acquisition, or innovation. Value creation is where risk
managers should really be spending their time.

CHRISTINE MALIGEC
Title: 2019 RIMS Canada
Conference Canada Co-Chair
Employment: Director, Risk
Management, Alberta Urban
Municipalities Association
Education: Stanford University,
Strategic Decision and
Risk Management; CRM-E,
Canadian Risk ManagementEnterprise Designation from
Global Risk Management
Institute (GRMI)
Background: Risk Officer,
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cu | You have incorporated the themes of
diversity and inclusion into the 2019 RIMS
Canada Conference in Edmonton. Tell us how.
We are really looking at this conference from a humanities
perspective. We are looking at what it takes not only to be
good risk managers, but what it takes to be good corporate
citizens, good to each other, and even good to ourselves.
We are incorporating a wellness center, we are putting in a
gratitude wall, and we are trying to incorporate indigenous
art and content as best we can. We are changing the conversation to think about more than just business, numbers,
and insurance. There is actually a human element to what
we do. Let’s bring that perspective moving forward. In our
concurrent sessions, we’ve asked our presenters to not just
put a deck up with a bunch of bullet points. The richness of
conversation is amazing. In addition to a wonderful leadership panel, Dr. Marvin Washington from the University of
Alberta will talk about the human side of change.
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2019 RISK REPORT

Making
the most of a
b d r put t n
Amplified by the speed and global breadth of social media,
it takes seconds to shred a good corporate reputation.
Corporate boards are worried. Can insurance help?
By David Gambrill, Editor-in-Chief

G

one are the days when Joan Jett famously sang
about not giving a damn about her bad reputation.
In the era of social media, bad corporate behaviour can become common public knowledge
in seconds. Companies can lose face for any number of reasons: product recalls, data breaches, large-scale
oil spills, accounting improprieties, insider trading, market price manipulations, unsafe labour practices by suppliers, and sexually inappropriate behaviour. For this reason, company executives have ranked reputational risk as
among the Top 10 risks that keep them awake at night.
But is the damage caused by a company’s bad reputation insurable?
THE FORCE OF REPUTATIONAL DAMAGE
XL Foods in Canada is often cited by risk managers as
an example of how a damaged reputation can ultimately
wipe out a company.
On Sept. 4, 2012, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) identiﬁed a positive E. coli O157:H7 sample in
raw beef trimmings produced at an Alberta facility supplied by XL Foods Inc. Two weeks later, XL Foods found
itself at the centre of Canada’s largest beef recall. About
1,800 products were ultimately removed from the Canadian and U.S. markets and 18 consumers became sick.
On Sept. 20, more than two weeks after the ﬁrst positive
test for E. coli, XL Foods Inc. began to notify its customers
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in Canada and the United States that it was recalling its beef
trimmings. CFIA temporarily suspended the license of the
XL Foods Alberta plant on Sept. 27. At the time, CFIA reported, “the company had not adequately implemented the
agreed-upon corrective actions and did not present acceptable plans to address longer-term issues.”
The chain of events led to a $4-million settlement of a
class action lawsuit against XL Foods. Brazilian company JBS ultimately bought the Alberta operations from XL
Foods in January 2013.
During the crisis, XL Foods management, known to be
a reticent group to begin with, remained largely silent, a
fact that is not lost on Canadian risk managers. Many cite
it as a textbook case of how not to manage reputational
risk during a crisis.
WHAT IS REPUTATIONAL RISK?
If something bad happens to a company, it’s usually because the event is “in some way inconsistent with society’s expectations of the respective entities, which in
turn led to undesired reputational consequences,” as a
2013 report by the Risk and Insurance Management Society (RIMS) puts it. “Such events can quickly damage
ﬁnancial performance, product integrity and consumer
conﬁdence, and may also trigger heightened regulatory
oversight, resulting in signiﬁcant loss of value or more
permanent destruction.”

REPUTATIONAL DAMAGE l COVER FEATURE
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Corporate boards are increasingly asking risk managers to
ﬁnd ways to protect their reputations. But important questions remain: What is a reputation? What is it worth?
Damage to a reputation is a nebulous, intangible thing, leading to some debate among risk managers as to whether it is,
strictly speaking, a risk.
“There’s never a risk to your reputation,” says Christine
Maligec, president of the Northern Alberta RIMS Chapter.
“What happens to your reputation is an outcome. You do
good things, good things happen, and people see you favourably. You do bad things, people see you unfavourably. It’s not
a risk, it’s an outcome.”
Tina Gardiner, RIMS Canada Council president, sees Maligec’s point. But she still believes that reputational damage
qualiﬁes as a risk. “When I look at a corporation, and I look at
the things that could go wrong — or that could lead to opportunities, if viewed properly — you have to follow the basic management steps,” Gardiner says. “You have to be able to identify
what those potential risks or opportunities are. You have to analyze the likelihood and severity of something going wrong, and
you have to be able to assess it and prioritize…. From that perspective, it’s a risk, because you are applying risk management
techniques to control the outcomes.”
To underwrite a risk, you need to deﬁne it in an insurance

Damage to a reputation is a
nebulous, intangible thing,
leading to some debate
among risk managers as
to whether it is, strictly
speaking, a “risk.”
policy. And that’s where things get tricky.
Carol Fox, vice president of strategic initiatives at RIMS, is
among a group of risk managers who produced the 2013 report, Understanding Reputational Risk. She refers to the paper’s
comprehensive deﬁnition of reputational risk: “Reputational
risk can be deﬁned as the uncertainty related to those internally- and externally-generated events, issues, perceptions and
actions that could materially enhance or detract, either incrementally or abruptly, from the value of an organization’s assets
including performance, core business practices, and management decisions within and outside of the organization.”
The paper goes on to note that “reputation is generally understood as the recognized standing of a business or entity —
what we actually are seen to be.”
And who is doing the “seeing” (or judging) in this scenario?
An organization’s reputation can shift at any time in the
eyes of its public shareholders, creditors, investors, regulators,
politicians, consumers, business clients, media, supply chain
partners, associates, and employees. And in today’s age of social media, whatever bad behaviours may be exposed, becomes
readily apparent to everyone in the world with a simple tweet.
IS REPUTATIONAL RISK INSURABLE?
Can something so amorphous as “public opinion” lead to a
quantiﬁable insured loss for an organization?
“When we look at insurance, we are really talking about ﬁnancialization of risk,” says Gregory Eskins, who leads Canada’s FINPRO practice within Marsh. “We’re looking to quantify and price risk. That leads back to the question, ‘How does
an organization view the value of its reputation?’ By extension,
what inputs and variables go into making up the ﬁnancial value
of that reputation?”
Stock price is often cited as one of those variables or inputs,
as noted by Darius Delon, president of Calgary-based Risk
Management 101. “Let’s say your stock is at $30,” he explains.
“Something happens tomorrow, and your stock is at $20. You
can argue that your reputation was harmed to the tune of $10
[per share]. If the stock rebounds, then what is the actual damage to the reputation? You could look at the revenue: did the
revenue rebound as the stock market came back up? There’s a
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lot of correlation there.”
But the measure is limited, Delon adds. It is more appropriate for large, publicly-traded ﬁrms than those of smaller, privately-owned companies.
And so how can you quantify a reputational loss?
It’s still relatively early days in the effort to assign numbers
to the risk for the purpose of determining an insurance payout.
For Eskins, the question is: “Can we as an industry come to a
meeting of the minds as to how we quantify this risk? Assuming the answer is yes, we can absolutely create a viable product, because then we can agree to a pricing framework.”
Fox notes that enterprise risk managers have been doing
work on this since 2013. The Reputation Institute, for example, offers an index of corporate reputations based on seven
different factors: products and services, innovation, workplace, citizenship, governance, leadership, and performance.
A 2014 RIMS paper, Managing Reputational Risk to Drive Strategic Performance, identiﬁes metrics that can be used to measure
the impact of each factor:
• Products and services (customer satisfaction surveys,
quality metrics, consumer complaints/feedback, management
responses, cycle time, percent of work done by suppliers)
• Innovation (analyst ratings, consumer attitude scanning, media mentions, percentage of time spent on new products and ser-

vices, number of patents, awards from professional associations)
• Workplace (employee engagement surveys, compensation
benchmarking, safety reports)
• Citizenship (social media ratings [e.g. Yelp], corporate social responsibility ratings, community engagement surveys)
• Governance (Institutional Shareholder Services Quickscore, Governance Metrics International (GMI), bond/credit
ratings agencies)
• Leadership (credit rating agencies, analyst reports, employee engagement surveys)
• Performance (market share, margins, sales, ﬁnancial results, budget performance, deviation analysis).
The list of factors is not exhaustive, Fox says. “We looked at
those items and we thought there is more than that. There is
also the perceptions of an organization by external partners,
creditors, regulators, industry and media. You can have a stellar reputation, for example, but if someone in your industry
does something that gets a lot of negative press, that can affect
the entire industry. It’s hard to quantify each of those dimensions and then come up with an overall score.”
Organizations are beginning to put the numbers together,
“but it’s baby steps,” says Fox. “I haven’t seen anybody look at
this against all of these dimensions. They may just pick a few
that they think are important to their organizations. At least
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it gives the organization some idea of where they are from a
reputation standpoint.”
TRANSFERRING THE RISK TO INSURANCE
Corporations have been concerned about reputational damage for years; even so, not many insurance solutions are available on the market to cover it.
“There are specialized units within insurance companies
(alternative risk teams) that create parametric products,” says
Eskins. “Ultimately, the client and the insurer agree to the value of the reputation (via an agreed model). You will agree to
what types of events will trigger the policy. You will agree to
what amount or level of ﬁnancial loss would need to take place
before the parametric trigger in the policy kicks in. And then,
upon the conditions being met, you get to a payout of policy
proceeds.”
These specialized products are “generally be taken up by
larger, sophisticated organizations with well-resourced enterprise risk management teams/units,” says Eskins.
There isn’t a large robust standalone market for reputational risk, in part because of the issue of quantiﬁcation. That said,
cyber policies have evolved to the point of addressing reputational damage associated with a data breach. “From a cyber
perspective, there is a reputational harm insuring agreement,
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which is essentially a business interruption insuring agreement,” says Eskins. “This factors in the loss of business income or earnings as a result of a cyber event that causes you
negative publicity, thus leading to a ﬁnancial loss without a
technological disruption to the business, such as a loss of revenue. This is a separate insuring agreement that is selectively
being quoted on cyber policies now. Insurers are looking to
charge for this, although without a meeting of the minds in advance, the utility of the coverage can rightfully be questioned.”
MITIGATING REPUTATIONAL RISK
Ultimately, risk managers may choose not to transfer the risk
to insurance, preferring the time-honoured way of mitigating
risk in-house. That comes from having well-established policies and procedures in place and making sure that employees
know what to do in the event of a major blow to the company’s
reputation. Cyber insurance provides an example.
“I think it’s really important that when companies have a
cyber breach, they have a procedure in place,” say Gardiner.
“And I think it’s very important that that procedure be known
within the company. I think it’s got to be practised. Companies
have to do a tabletop exercise at least once a year to make sure
they know who is going to do what. The insurance policy is
just a safety net.”

ON THE SCENE
CIP Society Fellows’
Golf Tournament
June 25, 2019
Richmond Hill, Ontario
The CIP Society-Greater Toronto Area (GTA), part of The Insurance Institute of
Canada, invited guests to its annual Fellows’ Golf Tournament at Diamond Back
Golf Club in Richmond Hill, Ont.
The Diamond Back course is playable for less-skilled golfers, although
seasoned players are no less challenged. The front nine is defined by hill, dale
and lots of water, while the mature-looking back nine dips into valley lands
carved out of thick trees. The teams enjoyed playing a scramble format.
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When more
isn’t merrier

How can a joyous occasion turn into a nightmare scenario? The perils of public parades
By Adam Malik, Managing Editor
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t was all fun and games at the Raptors’
victory parade until people got hurt —
and worse.
A planned two-and-a-half-hour parade route in June was supposed to take
the Toronto Raptors, Canada’s celebrity 2019
National Basketball Association champions,
to Toronto City Hall for a victory celebration.
Unfortunately the plan went awry, turning
into a six-hour adventure when massive
crowds jammed the parade route through
the downtown streets of Toronto.
As the parade bogged down in a sea of people, a nightmare scenario played out: emergency calls were placed for a baby in medical
distress. The baby died two days later.
CROWD RISK
Did overcrowding on city streets play a factor in the baby’s death?
Yes, the leader of the Toronto Police Association told CBC News. Responders “were
frustrated” by the crowds in their attempt to
reach the child. It is estimated that more than
2 million people packed downtown Toronto
to attend the celebration.
A statement from the City of Toronto,
Raptors owner Maple Leaf Sports and Entertainment and police said the baby was
rushed to hospital within six minutes of
responders arriving, contradicting reports
that claimed neither medics nor police could
reach the child.
Could the city, police or MLSE be at risk of
exposures because of the incident? Certainly, says Tyson Peel, Toronto-based national
property and casualty director at Burns &
Wilcox Canada.
“The city could be named in a suit just due
to the fact that the emergency support team
wasn’t able to get to the baby quickly enough,
or get that baby quickly enough to the hospital, in order to help save them at the end of
the day,” Peel says. “If time was a factor and
the baby needed emergency services, and
it took 45 minutes when it normally takes
three, there’s deﬁnitely an issue there.”
The same questions could be raised regarding any other type of medical emergency that happened at the parade, says Weston
Pollard, lawyer and partner at Edwards Pollard in Oakville, Ont. Pollard focuses on personal injury law and insurance defence.
If someone had a heart attack or fainted

from dehydration and emergency responders couldn’t get there fast enough, there is
signiﬁcant exposure, Pollard says. “What
if the injuries are so much more signiﬁcant
because [paramedics] couldn’t get in to deal
with them in a routine fashion? I think then
you can look to the organizers for that, because I think there should have been more
personnel and there should have been better
crowd control. Those two things were within
the control of the city organizers. If there is a
case like that, I do see some exposure.”
Gary Hirst, president and CEO at CHES
Special Risk in Toronto, agrees. “The largest risk is liability and responsibility,” he
says. “The police are there as guardians of
the public, but I don’t think they’re to be
blamed at all. It’s just the overall planning of
the event could manifest itself in some sort of
liability claim.”
The bigger the crowd, the higher the odds
of something going wrong, Peel says. That
makes the ability to communicate critical.
During the Raptors parade, cellular service
was not always available because systems
were overwhelmed by the number of people
downtown. Organizers of any event need to
ensure there’s always a fallback communication method in case the mobile network
fails, Peel says. They need to “make sure they
can protect everybody and get whoever they
need to their right place if there’s an emergency that happens.”
Pollard and Peel believe much of the
chaos at the Raptors’ parade came down to
poor planning. It could be argued, for example, that:
• there weren’t enough barricades along
the route
• not enough police were managing the
crowds
• no one was ensuring that the parade
moved along in a timely fashion.
“Have they planned for the worst?” was an
important question on Peel’s mind. If there
was a bomb threat and people needed to be
evacuated, did the organizers know how to
do so effectively? Were enough staff members available to handle such a procedure?
“In an emergency situation, that’s when
you’re going to have a lot more injuries,” Peel
says. “In a crowd, people start to panic and
you get the pressure of everyone building up
trying to run away. A lot of the injuries relate
canadianunderwriter.ca | September 2019
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ing in front of a business, for example,
could lead to a broken window or signage. An insurance claim would follow
but the insurer may then look to the city
to recoup those costs if they can show
overcrowding was a factor.
Hirst says he didn’t see any portable
toilets or shaded areas for people who
were waiting for the team to arrive at Nathan Phillips Square; for him, this raises
additional concerns around health and
safety.
At outdoor events, people may ﬁnd
their way into private businesses in the
area looking for relief from the sun. Pollard recalls the outdoor Mass with Pope
John Paul II in Toronto’s Downsview
Park in 2002. He says the lack of washroom facilities at the time sent people
into nearby stores; the sewage system in
the area was overwhelmed when people
“ﬂushed everything,” causing backedup and burst pipes. “The city ended up

‘You know exactly what the risk is
when you run beside a bus. That’s
why no one runs beside a bus.’
to that sort of scenario.”
A shooting at the parade reportedly led to a mad scramble a few blocks
away from where players, city and team
officials were giving an outdoor presentation. Whether anyone was injured in
the race to ﬂee the shooting area is unknown.
Slip-and-falls are also a risk hazard
at any crowd event. What if someone
tripped on the sidewalk and suffered an
injury during the parade? The injured
party would need to show that overcrowding and a lack of control by the
city was the cause.
“Certainly there will be some circumstances where you could point to crowd
swelling, etc.,” Pollard says. “But I think
that would be on the person who was injured to prove that the crowd in that areas was so out of control, that it somehow
led to them tripping over this hazard.”
Overcrowding at events can also affect businesses. A parade crowd swell34
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having signiﬁcant exposure to repair,”
Pollard says of the Pope’s outdoor Mass
in 2002.
Commenting more generally about
commercial risks related to crowds,
Pollard adds: “If there’s been damage to
the business – pipes, broken windows,
graffiti – I think people could look to the
city and organizers ultimately for those
type of things. They’ll go through their
own insurance and then I bet you we see
some subrogated claims against the city
come in from insurers who have paid
out on these claims that we can directly
trace back to crowd control issues.”
The Raptors parade went along Lakeshore Boulevard and University Avenue, which are wide streets that have
at least six lanes of traffic and a sizeable median at different stretches. That
amount of space made it possible for a
large viewing audience. However, it was
clear organizers underestimated how
many people would show up, Peel says.

At other types of parades, like Toronto’s Santa Claus Parade – which draws
more than half a million people – a safe
perimeter is generally kept, says Peel.
But that was not the case here. People
were able to run alongside buses, creating further risk: what if someone got hit
while crossing between buses?
In this type of hypothetical scenario,
“I think there could be multiple parties
involved,” says Peel. “The bus driver
would be one. The company that runs
the bus is another. And the city [could
be found liable] as well for the planning
and not keeping people away from the
streets. Each person would probably be
assigned a portion of the blame if there
was a suit brought against them if an accident did occur”
Pollard wonders if the blame could
shift elsewhere. “On the ﬂip side, if I’m
defending that, I’m going to say, ‘You
know exactly what the risk is when you
run beside a bus. That’s why no one
runs beside a bus.’”
Hirst doesn’t believe blame would fall
to the injured party. “The way the law is
put together here in Ontario, if you were
running alongside the bus and tripped
over and fell under the wheels, it doesn’t
really seem to be your fault for tripping
over,” he observes. “You really shouldn’t
be running alongside a bus, because obviously you’re on a public road and you
shouldn’t be walking along that. Common sense would suggest that it’s actually your fault.”
Pollard would like to see things handled differently in the future. “Should
we re-think the parade route? Why are
we going down streets where we can’t
corral people? Why not have it completely on [the Canadian National Exhibition]
grounds, where there’s gated access and
where we could control the [size] of the
crowds that come in?” Pollard said.
Peel feels the same. A shorter parade
route would mitigate some of the risks,
but barricades would play a big role
in helping as well. “If they were more
prepared and put up proper barriers
straight through the whole parade route
… at least it’s a little bit safer so that no
one’s going to be hit by a bus or anything
like that.”
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Don’t be a
dumb waiter
If your organization is involved in any way with serving
alcohol, your risk management strategy may need a sober
second thought. How to be free and clear of liability
By Greg Meckbach, Associate Editor
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ne day at the RIMS Canada Conference, after absorbing
the latest emerging threats that could knock out your business, you may enjoy a good stiff drink at the bar. But when
you ask for that second beer or scotch, the server may refuse, suggesting you order water, coffee or food instead.
The server does not intend to treat you like a kid. He or she is simply doing what you do every day for your employer — managing risk.
“Legally speaking, establishments that serve alcohol are held
to a very high standard,” says Daniel Reisler, a lawyer who has
defended several lawsuits against establishments licensed to
serve alcohol.
This is because a customer could drink enough to get their blood
alcohol level over the legal limit, get behind the wheel of a car, and
cause an accident that hurts an innocent person. The victim then
launches a personal injury lawsuit. Named as defendants — in
addition to the at-fault motorist and vehicle owner — are the bar,
nightclub or restaurant that served alcohol to that motorist.
The establishment serving the booze will be found at least partly
liable if a judge or jury is convinced the motorist was served to the
point of intoxication.
So if you’re nursing a cocktail in Edmonton while reading Canadian Underwriter between RIMS sessions, your server is mandated by
Alberta law to be trained under ProServe. That program aims to
teach servers about their legal liability, how to detect if a patron is
intoxicated, and when to refuse service. Ontario has pretty much
the same requirement, but under the different name of Smart Serve.
“If you followed that to the letter, and that is pretty hard to do,
you would be free and clear of liability,” Reisler says of Smart Serve.
It’s hard to follow Smart Serve “to the letter” because the server
is supposed to ﬁgure out whether a person entering the establishment is already intoxicated. You practically need a breathalyzer if
you want to guarantee you’re not serving someone to the point of
intoxication, says Reisler, owner of Reisler Law PC.
“They expect you to count drinks,” Reisler says of the Smart
Serve training. “They expect you to cut people off at a point in time
when most people would be very upset with you.” If you get sued,
the damage award can be in the millions.
That’s what happened to the All Star Tap & Grill House in the
Ontario Niagara region community of Pelham.
In Hummel v. Jantzi, released in June, the Ontario Superior Court
of Justice ruled that All Star was 20% liable for a motor vehicle accident that left Wesley Hummel with a catastrophic brain injury in
2012. The ruling on damages has not been released as of press time.
It’s known that the cost of Hummel’s future care will be greater
than $9 million, and his loss of future income is $1.7 million.
Hummel had been drinking with ﬁve companions, including
Philip Jantzi, at All Star while watching the Stanley Cup ﬁnals the
night of June 6, 2012. At about 1:30 a.m., Hummel was riding in the
front seat of vehicle driven by Jantzi when an accident occurred.
Hummel was found 25% contributorily negligent. Jantzi pleaded
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“It may be legal to advertise ‘happy
hour’ or sell drinks at a reduced price.
But the plaintiff’s counsel is still going
to rake the tavern owner over the coals
for promoting the sale of alcohol at the
expense of the safety of their customers.
That is an argument that appeals to
emotion and can be successful.”
guilty to operating a motor vehicle while
impaired by alcohol and causing bodily
harm to Hummel. Jantzi is mostly liable.
While drinking at the All Star, the
group of six ordered four rounds of 12
glasses of beer. Each glass had about
half a bottle’s worth of beer. There was
a special deal in effect, where you could
order a round of 12 beers for $12. That
kind of deal is “speciﬁcally discouraged” by the Smart Serve program, Justice Gerald Taylor wrote in his ruling,
ending a trial that started in late 2018.
The owner of the bar told the court
that his bar had no procedure in place
to monitor how much any one person
drank when the 12 beers for $12 special
was served to a group.
Justice Taylor found that Jantzi drank
about 20 beers and that his blood alcohol level would have been between
0.22% and 0.24% at the time he left the
bar. It is a Canada-wide criminal offence
to drive with a blood alcohol level of
more than 0.08%.
During the trial, a server agreed that
it is difficult to count the number of
drinks any individual patron consumes
if a group orders the 12 for $12 special.
So, is there a manager or assistant
manager on duty – in addition to servers – when alcohol is being served? This
is one question that appears on some insurers’ applications for bars and nightclubs. Underwriters also ask if:
• servers are determining whether a
patron will be driving after leaving the
premises
38
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• staff will call a taxi for patrons
• there is a procedure in place for patrons who are already impaired when
they arrive
• a procedure is in place for patrons
who become intoxicated while at the establishments.
Such questions appear on an application form posted to the website of April
Canada, a managing general agent.
“At any given time, certain underwriters are bullish on the alcohol liability business, then they get cold feet,”
Reisler says. “Then the market becomes
hard, and then it gets difficult and expensive to get that coverage.”
But anyone serving alcohol needs liability insurance.
If a bar or lounge operator is submitting an application to online brokerage
Zensurance, the prospective client is
asked whether it employs bouncers –
and if so, how many bouncers they have.
Zensurance also asks bars and lounges applying for insurance to provide
their total revenue and break it down
by food, liquor, non-alcoholic beverages
and “other.”
It’s not just bars and restaurants that
may need insurance for alcohol liability, says Tyson Peel, director of property and casualty for managing general
agent Burns & Wilcox Canada.
Some organizations may be putting
on a special event where alcohol is being served, but the people running those
events may be unaware of some of provisions in Smart Serve. So it’s a good

idea to hire wait staff who are Smart
Serve-qualiﬁed and good at monitoring
patrons’ alcohol consumption, says Peel.
You can be held liable just because
you occupy property and you know alcohol is being served in an organized
way. “It’s a situation I think that is ripe
for litigation,” Reisler says.
In Ontario, the relaxation of liquor
regulations that took effect May 6 can
also affect clients’ liability risk. For example, Ontario clients are now allowed
to apply for a broader range of special
occasion permits. That type of permit is
intended for clients whose core business
is not serving alcohol, but who may wish
to serve alcohol on a one-off basis – at a
wedding, for example. Since May 6, Ontario has allowed what it calls “tailgate
parties,” where alcohol can be served in
connection with sporting events.
Associating drinking with vehicles
(as implied by a “tailgate party”) is not
something Reisler encourages.
“The plaintiffs’ bar is very aggressive
about these things,” Reisler observes.
“If you provide a place where people are
drinking around cars, and the expectation is that, when the game’s over or
when the party’s over, people are going
to get in the car and drive, you are opening the door to potential liability.”
Just because it’s legal does not mean
it’s a good idea.
For example, in May, Ontario rescinded its 35-year-old prohibition on
advertising a happy hour. Now Ontario-licensed establishments are legally
allowed to use the terms “happy hour”
and “cheap drinks” in advertising.
However, “that is actually directly contrary to what they say in Smart Serve,”
Reisler says. And courts will still hold
defendants to a “very high standard”
if they are accused of encouraging
over-consumption.
“It may be legal to advertise ‘happy
hour’ or sell drinks at a reduced price,”
Reisler says, “but the plaintiff’s counsel
is still going to rake the tavern owner
over the coals for promoting the sale of
alcohol at the expense of the safety of
their customers.
“That is an argument that appeals to
emotion and can be successful.”
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MANAGING CLIMATE RISK

Winds
of change
As company executives develop new climate
change plans, they will turn to risk professionals
for guidance. What will you tell them?
By Adam Malik, Managing Editor
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C

limate risk is changing the way
businesses – and in turn, risk
managers – plan for the future.
Risks related to climate
change are a relatively new
factor for companies to consider, and
the ripple effects of developing a proper risk management plan will be felt
throughout organizations, says Maxine Nelson, U.K.-based senior vice
president at the Global Association of
Risk Professionals (GARP).
“Rather than appearing as another
risk type [alongside] the common underwriting risks, asset liability risk,
or credit risk, it should be embedded
in the day-to-day risk management of
risk managers,” she says.
Many organizations, including insurance companies, are moving to
enact stronger climate change plans,
although these plans are still underdeveloped, according to research from
GARP. As boards develop and reﬁne
their approaches, risk managers anticipate that executives will look their
way for guidance.
“I always see the risk manager as the
person who is pulling it all together,”
says Katherine Klosowski, vice president and manager of natural hazards
and structures with FM Global in
Rhode Island. “They understand the
risk and they can take action to reduce
it. They have to do that at the facility
level, to harden individual buildings
against damage, as well as with executive managers to maintain business
resilience across the organization.”
To some extent, climate change is
highlighting the changing role of risk
professionals, who are assessing and responding to emerging risks in more holistic ways. As Nelson puts it: “In some
ways, the climate risk function can be
seen as similar to a stress-testing function, which takes input across all the different existing risk types and aggregates
them to see the overall picture.”
As part of this holistic approach,
risk managers must increasingly

work with various external partners
such as community planners, emergency planners and their insurance
companies, Klosowski adds.
Thus far, however, few companies
actually have a team dedicated to
climate-related risk, GARP’s study
found. For those that do, their teams
are more or less focused on environmental risk or as part of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) teams. It’s essential to separate the functions so that
a full team is set up to watch over the
climate risk ﬁle, rather than put it all
on one person’s lap, Klosowski warns.
“This is a really important topic,”
she says. “The risk manager has many
different perils to be concerned about.
Each peril may have a different impact
on the company and require a different
mitigation plan. Simply put, one person can’t have a handle on everything,
and a team approach works best.”
To put it another way, consider the
example of an oncoming ﬂood. One
person can’t be monitoring the ﬂood
while ﬁlling sandbags at the same
time.
Risk professionals will also need to
assess how they manage, transfer and
mitigate risk.
“Transferring the risk may become
more expensive,” as Klosowski observes. “Risk managers who take measures to harden their facilities against
the risk of ﬂood or hurricane damage
will fare best in the insurance markets,
and more importantly, in maintaining
their business operations.”
Many diverse climate risks exist
these days, from hurricanes to wildﬁres. Managing all of the possible
exposures is a large undertaking, not
to mention understanding the various risks each facility faces from the
changing climate.
“It is especially important to understand the geographical risks and
the aggregate impact of that risk,”
Klosowski says. “Risk managers can
partner with their insurance compa-
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“Contractors are often hard to come
by [after a catastrophic storm] and
materials can be in short supply, which
leads to a facility not getting up as
quickly. Ultimately, if the facility isn’t
running, it is not producing goods and
contributing to the bottom line.”
nies to gain expertise in simple actions
that can lessen the damage brought by
climate risks and natural disasters.”
Shifting attitudes in recent years
means that the presence or absence of
a climate plan is coming to be seen as a
reputational risk issue. By not having
one, companies risk being shunned by
consumers who demand greater corporate social responsibility; and hence, the
creation of CSR divisions.
For companies responding to climate
change risk, money is a factor. Climate
change is creating ﬁnancial risk, either
because of the cost to repair damage after
a severe storm, or because of the costs associated with environmental regulation.
In addition, property and casualty
insurers will argue that if we’re seeing
more extreme weather events that don’t
match historical weather patterns, then
potentially their pricing will now be inaccurate because they’re underestimating the risk.
Over the past decade, the industry
has been paying more than $1 billion
each year to repair catastrophic damage
related to storm damage. Many insurers
do not see that as being sustainable over
the long term.
“They might have to change their
business model,” Nelson says of P&C insurers. “They may end up in a situation
in which they can’t charge high enough
premiums to cover certain risks. Insurers may no longer be able to just increase
premiums to cover their risk. They may
need to reassess their business model
and if it’s still viable in a world of increased risk.”
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For businesses, the damage caused
by climate-related events is increasingly
widespread, making the road to rebuilding longer and more expensive. Demand
surge, for example, can increase the cost
of repairs. “Contractors are often hard to
come by [after a catastrophic storm] and
materials can be in short supply, which
leads to a facility not getting up as quickly,”
Klosowski says. “Ultimately, if the facility
isn’t running, it is not producing goods
and contributing to the bottom line.”
This leads to supply chain risk. Even
if one facility is knocked out, that can
create a break in the global supply
chain, thanks to the way companies are
interconnected. “Even if your facility is
not impacted, one of your supplier’s or
customer’s may be,” Klosowski says.
“This can bring business to a standstill,
and a loss of revenue.”
The increased frequency and severity of
climate-related disasters is playing a role
in quickening the pace of risk mitigation
efforts. Things could move even faster and
get more complicated “if governments and
society decide that action will be taken to
prevent the temperature from increasing
substantially,” Nelson says. “Then new
rules might be introduced.”
She advises risk managers to carefully plot out their next steps, including an
assessment of how the company’s climate change plan aligns with what experts expect of the climate 20 years from
now. This is not a case of using past indicators to predict future performance.
“We need to understand what will
happen in 20 years’ time,” Nelson says.
“The costs won’t be the same in 20 years

as they were 20 years ago. Does the
business strategy still ﬁt the environment into which we are moving?”
It all boils down to how a business
perceives the danger, Klosowski says.
“Some organizations think it’s too expensive to engineer against natural disasters; others realize it’s much more
expensive not to.”
Klosowski identiﬁes three aspects to
developing a proper risk plan.
First, understand the possible events.
“That gets down to understanding the
footprint of what might be damaged,”
she says. “Could there be widespread
damage beyond the site? Having an understanding of the risk enables the risk
manager to: 1) harden their facilities
against the hazard, and then 2) craft
comprehensive business continuity
plans.”
If there are multiple locations, risk
managers will need to calculate the aggregate exposure of a single event. “For
example, hurricanes like Irma, Harvey
and Florence travelled through multiple
states dumping tons of water that led to
ﬂooding,” Klosowski says.
Finally, understand the interdependencies to help construct a risk mitigation plan. For example, are you shipping to one of your own facilities, or to
a customer’s? Is your own supply chain
affected by a climate-related loss? Or is
it a third party’s supply chain?
One impediment to coming up with
a detailed climate change plan is that
companies are having a hard time assessing where they stand on climate
risk, according to GARP. Different companies are at different levels of maturity in the process. Since there are few
benchmarks, companies may believe
their plans are strong but untested.
The best advice Nelson can give right
now: Do something. Don’t sit around
and wait until you have all the answers.
Moving ahead and ﬁguring things out as
you go is better than stalling.
“This is a relatively new topic for
many and my advice for them would be
to just start,” she says. “The questions
should still be embedded in their day-today risk management processes. No one
has all the answers today.”
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WILDFIRE DAMAGE

After the smoke clears
How wildﬁres create risks for businesses in surprising ways
BY SAAD MERED, CEO, Chief Agent, Zur ich Canada

M

ore than three years after the
wildﬁre in Fort McMurray, Alta.,
I am reminded of not only the destructive force of such natural disasters,
but also their unpredictability.
Wildﬁres can happen almost anywhere and at almost any time. They can
last for weeks, or even months. They can
affect property, equipment and people
directly. Also, they can have an indirect
impact on the labour market, transportation and infrastructure.
The wildﬁre began southwest of Fort
McMurray on May 1, 2016. It swiftly

became the most expensive disaster in
Canadian history. After raging for more
than three months, the wildﬁre spread
across 1.5 million acres of land and destroyed 2,400 homes and buildings.
Where there’s smoke
Most of those damaged structures were
private residences, but the ﬁre also
took its toll on businesses, often in surprising ways.
It is no secret that wildﬁres pose a signiﬁcant ﬁre risk to buildings. However,
many business owners had to contend

with additional risks that challenged
their ability to conduct commerce.
One such risk is what we’ll call “civil
authority.” This is when local authorities issue evacuation orders, close roadways or turn off utilities like overhead
electrical lines, which can effectively
shut down a business. Such measures
are critical to ensuring the safety of people in the affected areas, but they can
also keep employees, customers and
vendors away from businesses.
Smoke and soot damage also caused
unexpected losses to businesses in and
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lated to soot and smoke, not the ﬁre itself.
One customer returned to their site
after the wildﬁres and immediately restarted the HVAC system. This proved
to be a costly mistake: the system pulled
soot from the roof into the air intakes,
We found that
which contaminated the entire building
the majority
and destroyed equipment.
An active wildﬁre season this year in
of damage to
building interiors Western Canada has left its mark. Nationally, more than 3,400 ﬁres affecting nearwas related to
ly 1.8 million hectares have been reported
soot and smoke,
this year, according to Natural Resources
not the ﬁre itself.
Canada. Because wildﬁres can ignite suddenly and move quickly across land (up
to 23 km/h), communities should prepare
around Fort McMurray. In some in- now to mitigate the risks.
stances, the damage occurred well after
Resilience and sustainability
the ﬁres had been extinguished.
In fact, when Zurich claims and risk Zurich is committed to helping its cusprofessionals visited our customers’ facili- tomers rebuild after disasters, and we
ties after the ﬁre, we found that the major- are equally focused on community resility of damage to building interiors was re- ience and sustainability. We understand

that natural hazards are not going away,
so we seek to ensure communities are
able to recover from them. To achieve
this end, we strive to be at the leading
edge of understanding risk and delivering information about emerging trends.
Zurich has conducted a post-event review of the Fort McMurray wildﬁre and
will share the ﬁndings with everyone at
the RIMS Canada conference in Edmonton in the hope that together we can help
create more resilient and sustainable
communities.
In my prior role as chief claims officer
for Zurich Insurance Group, I have seen
ﬁrst-hand how a natural disaster can
devastate a community. I ﬁrmly believe
that while many hazards are natural, disasters are not.
Saad Mered is the CEO and Chief Agent for Zurich
Canada. Previously he served as the chief claims
officer for Zurich Insurance Group.

BY THE NUMBERS

TRENDS IN TRAFFIC CASUALTIES
In Saskatchewan, changes to the law five years ago appear to have changed driving behaviours. As the graph below
shows, there was a huge drop in casualties and injuries after 2014. That’s when the province introduced 120 new officers to
enforce traffic safety on provincial roads; harsher penalties for extreme speeders; and stronger impaired driving laws
and consequences (suspensions, roadside car impoundment, and ignition interlock requirements).
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WATER LEAKS

Turning off the claims spigot
How insurers are using water leak detection systems to help protect consumers
B Y G R A H A M J A R V I S , Freelance Business and Technology Journalist

W

ater leaks are a big reason why
claims and premiums costs have
been increasing in Canadian
property lines.
Aviva Canada reports that it typically
receives 3,500 business and personal
water leak claims each year; most leaks
emanate from potable water systems
such as kitchen sinks, toilets, water
heaters, fan coil units and other systems that use water. This makes water
leaks the leading cause of insurance
claims in the country, says a company
spokesperson. “An average water damage claim costs approximately $20,000
in both personal and commercial business lines, but we’ve seen claims in excess of $1.5 million.”

It is commonly observed in the Canadian property and casualty industry that
“water has become the new ﬁre,” meaning that the number of insurance claims
due to water damage has surpassed the
number of ﬁre claims. “The country has
a cold climate, and many of the water
leak claims are driven through freezing
pipes,” says Colin Robertson, vice president of operations and risk control at Ecclesiastical Insurance Office plc. “Ecclesiastical is a relatively small commercial
niche environment, and we see water
leak claims for retirement care environments through pipe-leaking and taps
being left running, etc.” In contrast to
Ecclesiastical U.K., the focus of the ﬁrm
in Canada is on commercial insurance.

Different systems
There are two types of water leak detection systems.
Passive ones produce an audible
alarm or use a light indicator whenever
a leak is detected. They notify someone
about the leak via app, email, or by sending a text message to a mobile device.
Active systems detect the water leaks,
alert someone, and then shut down the
main water supply within seconds to
prevent signiﬁcant damage to property.
Aviva recommends active water leak
detection systems because they enable
a property owner or manager to investigate the leak to prevent any ﬂooding or
serious water damage from occurring.
Many water leak detection systems also
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Rebates offered
Rebates are available to personal lines
customers who install such systems.
Aviva Canada, for example, offers an exclusive $100 mail-in rebate from Water
“Even though
Protec when they install a standard elecinstalling a water
tronic main water shut-off system in their
leak detection
home. Aviva clients who install the Water
system can help
Protec system may also be eligible for a
clients prevent
premium discount; the savings would be
damage and avoid determined on a case-by-case basis.
claims, consumers
From a commercial lines perspective,
are not yet familiar Roberston says Ecclesiastical is still in
with the product
the early days of considering a premium discount. “We need to have a better
and its beneﬁts.”
understanding of whether and how the
monitor temperature, humidity and technology works, and how it provides
the beneﬁts for which you are allowing
ﬂow control.
the discount.”
Low uptake
In Canada, Aviva offers water leak detec- Advisory status
tion services to all of its current and new Aviva and Ecclesiastical don’t see water
clients. The current uptake is low, involv- leak detection systems becoming mandaing fewer than 2% of the company’s poli- tory in Canada anytime soon. “I don’t see
cies. “Even though installing a water leak regulators saying you’ll have to have this
detection system can help clients prevent in the next three to ﬁve years,” Robertson
damage and avoid claims, consumers are says. “Sprinklers are mandatory. But in
not yet familiar with the product and its terms of leak monitoring and leak detection, you’d have to see more data over a
beneﬁts,” the company explains.
longer period. They could become mandatory in the long term, but we need to
What is the service being offered?
When an Aviva client experiences a pre- get more systems out there. There is still
ventable water damage claim, the com- a grey area around codes and standards.”
pany connects the client with one of its
preferred partners; this is done once the Preferred systems
client has experienced a preventable wa- Each insurer nevertheless has its preter damage claim. The insurer’s partners ferred water leak detection partners.
“We prefer active systems that include
will install a water leak detection system
to prevent a similar loss from occurring, automatic shut-off valves rather than a
allowing any affected customers to ben- passive system that simply alerts that
eﬁt from reduced premiums after imple- there is a leak without shutting off the
menting systems that can reduce water water supply,” Aviva says.
Robertson feels that temperature monleak insurance claims.
For example, LeakSafe, a U.K-based itoring is a plus, because it helps to estabwater leak detection solutions company, lish the ambient temperature of a buildreported that in one block of 30 luxury ing. Severe temperature drops could
ﬂats, the average annual water damage indicate that a pipe may burst, allowing
insurance claim equated to £250,000 the enforcement of preventative mea(about C$409,000). “Eventually leak sures, he said. This can reduce insurance
detection systems were put in place,” risk, the cost of water leak insurance
says Leaksafe CEO Michael Wakley. claims and then enable insurers to offer
“Nine water leaks were both detected much reduced insurance premiums.
and protected, and there have been no
insurance claims since then. This has Graham Jarvis’s work has appeared in The Finled to a reduction in insurance premi- tech Times, Financial Director, FinTech Futures,
ums, which has paid for the cost of in- ComputerWeekly, Information Age and Digitalisastalling the systems.”
tion World.

President & CEO Announcement

The Board of Directors of Saskatchewan
Mutual Insurance Company (SMI) is pleased
to announce the appointment of Shelley
tŝůůŝĐŬ ĂƐ WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ Θ K ĞīĞĐƟǀĞ :ƵůǇ
ϭϱƚŚ͕ ϮϬϭϵ ƚŽ ƐƵĐĐĞĞĚ ƌĞƟƌŝŶŐ K͕ >ĂƵƌĂ
Wiebe.
^ŚĞůůĞǇŚĂƐĞǆƚĞŶƐŝǀĞŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞĂŶĚĮŶĂŶĐĞ
ĞǆƉĞƌƟƐĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ ĂŶĚ ĐĂƐƵĂůƚǇ
ŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ͘  ,ŝƌĞĚ ďǇ ^D/ ŽŶ :ƵŶĞ
27th, 1994, she was promoted to VP of
&ŝŶĂŶĐĞ Θ ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ ŝŶ ϮϬϬϵ ĂŶĚ ƚŽ
^ĞŶŝŽƌ sW ŽĨ KƉĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ ŽǀĞƌƐĞĞŝŶŐ
ƵŶĚĞƌǁƌŝƟŶŐ͕ ŵĂƌŬĞƟŶŐ͕ ĐůĂŝŵƐ ĂŶĚ
ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ ŝŶƚĞůůŝŐĞŶĐĞ ĂĐƟǀŝƟĞƐ ŝŶ ϮϬϭϳ͘
Shelley obtained her Bachelor of Commerce
ĚĞŐƌĞĞĨƌŽŵƚŚĞhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇŽĨ^ĂƐŬĂƚĐŚĞǁĂŶ
in 1989, her Chartered Professional
ĐĐŽƵŶƚĂŶƚ ĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƟŽŶ ;W͕ Ϳ ŝŶ ϭϵϵϮ
and in 2018 completed the Queen’s
ǆĞĐƵƟǀĞWƌŽŐƌĂŵ͘
&ŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ ĂŶ ĞǆƚĞŶƐŝǀĞ K ƐĞĂƌĐŚ ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ
ǁĞ ĂƌĞ ƉůĞĂƐĞĚ ƚŽ ĐŽŶŐƌĂƚƵůĂƚĞ ^ŚĞůůĞǇ ŽŶ
ƚŚŝƐ ƉƌŽŵŽƟŽŶ ĂŶĚ ůŽŽŬ ĨŽƌǁĂƌĚ ƚŽ
ĐŽŶƟŶƵŝŶŐƚŽǁŽƌŬǁŝƚŚŚĞƌƚŽĞŶƐƵƌĞ^D/͛Ɛ
ŽŶŐŽŝŶŐĂŶĚĨƵƚƵƌĞƐƵĐĐĞƐƐ͘
^D/ ŝƐ Ă ĨĞĚĞƌĂůůǇ ƌĞŐƵůĂƚĞĚ ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ ĂŶĚ
ĐĂƐƵĂůƚǇ ŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ ĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ ŽƉĞƌĂƟŶŐ
successfully in Alberta, Saskatchewan and
DĂŶŝƚŽďĂ ǁŝƚŚ ĂŶŶƵĂů ĚŝƌĞĐƚ ǁƌŝƩĞŶ
premiums of $76.6 million. As a mutual, the
ŽŵƉĂŶǇ͛ƐWŽůŝĐǇŚŽůĚĞƌƐŚĂǀĞ ǀŽƟŶŐ ƌŝŐŚƚƐ
and annually elect the Board of Directors
ƚŚĂƚ ŽǀĞƌƐĞĞƐ ĂŶĚ ƐĞƚƐ ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĐ ĚŝƌĞĐƟŽŶ
ĨŽƌƚŚĞŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĂƟŽŶ͘ SMI has prospered for
ŽǀĞƌ ϭϭϬ ǇĞĂƌƐ͕ ƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶŐ ƐĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ ĂŶĚ
ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƚŽŝƚƐŵĂŶǇƉŽůŝĐǇŚŽůĚĞƌƐ͘
&ŽƌŵŽƌĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶŽŶ^D/͕ƉůĞĂƐĞǀŝƐŝƚ͕
ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ƐĂƐŬŵƵƚƵĂů͘ĐŽŵ.
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PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

Contractual hurdles
Professionals looking to limit their liability through
contractual wording have to overcome a few obstacles ﬁrst
B Y S T E V E V O R B R O D T, Partner, Singleton Urquhart Reynolds Vogel LLP

M

ost professionals attempt to limit
their exposure by including limitation of liability clauses in their
engagement letters. Unfortunately, these
clauses are not foolproof. Several issues
may arise, including:
• whether the letter was signed;
• the scope of the limitation clause;
• whether the clause was read and
understood by the client; and
• whether the clause is unenforceable
on the basis of unconscionability or
on public policy grounds.
Let’s take a look at how to avoid some
common pitfalls that prevent such clauses from limiting exposure as intended.

Professional liability
In an ideal world, professionals could
simply draft engagement letters that
absolve them from all potential liability. This would be consistent with the
principle that parties are free to contract
as they like. However, the courts try to
balance this principle against concerns
that a party who agrees to perform an
obligation should not be free to absolve
themselves entirely from that duty.
Generally speaking, the courts will
be cautious about enforcing clauses that
limit liability to a relatively small dollar
amount. The more proportionate the
liable amount is in relation to the en-

gagement, the more likely the courts will
uphold the clause. Some clauses limit recovery to the amount of fees charged. In
many cases (especially in construction
projects), the fees charged in relation to
potential damages are often high enough
to satisfy the courts.
The courts will also be more inclined
to uphold clauses that specify the type
of liability or damages sought to be excluded. Limitation clauses that cover
claims in “negligence” or claims for “indirect or consequential damages,” for
example, are more likely to survive than
those seeking to limit liability for all
“claims arising from services provided
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brokers and insurance company executives ass they meet
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“Having the
other party
sign a written
contract containing
a limitation clause
is the simplest
and most effective
way to ensure the
term forms part
of the contract. ”
pursuant to the agreement.”
Two main hurdles present themselves
in trying to rely on a limitation clause: 1)
ensuring that the clause is incorporated
into the contract; and 2) ensuring that the
clause is enforceable.
A limitation clause can be incorporated into a contract in the following ways:
• by signature;
• by notice; and
• by previous course of dealings between the parties.
Having the other party sign a written
contract containing a limitation clause is
the simplest and most effective way to ensure the term forms part of the contract.

Unequal bargaining power
When parties do not have equal bargaining power, the court may refuse to enforce
limitation clauses that were not speciﬁcally brought to the other party’s attention, even when the contract is signed.
This is why rental car agencies make you
initial their standard form contracts.
Assuming the limitation clause forms
part of the contract, it will be enforceable
right? Not always.
Even clearly worded limitation clauses will not be enforceable if the agreement is found to be unconscionable (unfair, unreasonable) or contrary to public
policy. The requirements for setting
aside a bargain on the basis of unconscionability are:
• inequality in the position of the
parties arising from the ignorance,
need or distress of the weaker, which
left them in the power of the stronger;
and
• proof of substantial unfairness in
the bargain.
Generally speaking, there has to be an
abuse of the bargaining power. The test
of whether a clause is objectionable on
public policy grounds is not well-deﬁned.
However, conduct approaching criminality or fraud has been found to override
the freedom of contract principle.
As should be clear, the courts will allow parties to limit the scope and extent of
their liability through limitation clauses in
certain circumstances. However, the likelihood of professionals successfully limiting their exposure increases signiﬁcantly
when they have clearly-worded and fair
engagement letters. The letters should
establish the scope of services and the applicable limits of liability; they should be
read and signed by the other party.
Adequate coverage should be in place
if a limitation clause proves to be unenforceable or, alternately, to protect
against claims that survive these clauses
(including defense costs). Legal advice
should be sought in respect of any engagement letter on which a professional
seeks to rely.

Equal bargaining power
When both parties have equal bargaining
power, there is less obligation to bring a
limitation of liability clause in a signed
contract to the attention of the other party. This is especially so if the parties have
previously entered into similar contracts
for similar services.
The courts may enforce a limitation
clause in a contract that is not signed. This
can happen when parties act on the basis
of their previous “course of dealings.” In
such instances, the court will ask: “From
the standpoint of the objective bystander,
what was each party reasonably entitled
to conclude about the contract terms?”
Depending on the answer, the court may Steve Vorbrodt is a partner with Singleton Urquﬁnd that conditions not actually included hart LLP practicing in the areas of professional
in the contract are implied.
liability, insurance defence, and construction law.

DEAL TRACKER

Latest acquisition
news & activity
Intact acquires insurer,
MGA, restoration ﬁrm
Canada’s largest property and casualty insurer, Intact Financial Corp., has
agreed to buy The Guarantee Company of
North America and MGA Frank Cowan Company Limited for about $1 billion from Princeton Holdings.
At press time, the deal was subject to regulatory approval.
Princeton will continue to own retail brokerage Cowan Insurance Group, the companies said Aug 15.
The deal is intended to bolster the company’s strength in specialty lines – primarily
in surety, public entities and high-net worth
clients, Intact executives said in an investors’ call.
On Aug. 6, Intact announced it agreed
to acquire Vancouver-based On Side Restoration, which has 35 branches across
Canada. With that deal, Intact said it “will
gain full ownership” of On Side – which was
already an Intact preferred vendor - over a
two-year period.
Intact did not say how much it would pay
for On Side but did say the acquisition
would be for a “variable purchase consideration” - based in part on future profitability.

Lussier Dale Parizeau
Karma Insurance
Quebec brokerage Lussier Dale Parizeau
Inc. has acquired Karma Insurance,
which offers an online comparison service
for clients.
The deal “reaffirms our commitment to
innovation and investment in the development of modern digital systems,” Lussier
Dale Parizeau said Aug. 5 in a release. Lussier Dale Parizeau has 26 brokerage offices
- including offices in Montreal, Quebec City,
Trois-Rivières, Chicoutimi and Gatineau.
Karma Insurance is a life insurance brokerage.

NFP McLean
Hallmark
McLean Hallmark Insurance Group has
been acquired by New York City-based
NFP Corp.
Toronto-based McLean Hallmark places
insurance for trucking firms and vehicle
dealerships as well as surety bonds. McLean Hallmark CEO Daryn McLean will
move into the role of managing director
of commercial insurance at NFP Canada.
Chief operating officer John Belyea will be
senior vice president of integration at NFP.
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ENTERTAINMENT INSURANCE

Reality TV coverage
A surge of reality TV shows has pushed people to their
physical and psychological limits. How does insurance respond?
B Y D AV I D G A M B R I L L , Editor-in-Chief

W

hen Steve Dymond appeared as
a guest on Britain’s The Jeremy
Kyle Show, he was certain that he
would pass a polygraph test proving that
he had been faithful to his ﬁancée.
Then the show’s host, Jeremy Kyle,
dropped the bomb: Dymond had failed
the lie-detector test. Dymond pleaded for
forgiveness from his ﬁancée on-air to no
avail. The pair split up and Dymond was
found dead four days later, an apparent
suicide. The episode was never televised
and the show has since been cancelled.
This incident, in addition to a pair of
recent suicides by contestants appearing
on the reality show Love Island U.K., has
sparked a parliamentary inquiry into
how reality TV contestants are treated
on air and after the show.
Which begs the question: when reality

TV imitates life, how do brokers and carriers respond?
Reality TV, in which members of the
public are purportedly ﬁlmed in unscripted situations, are not a novel risk,
notes Damian Schleifer, executive vice
president of Front Row Insurance Brokers Inc. A brokerage with offices in
Canada and the United States, Front
Row specializes in placing entertainment insurance for the ﬁlm, music, theatre and photography industries – including Canadian reality TV shows.
“Reality television is actually quite
old,” he says. “If you think of The Dating
Game and Candid Camera, these were all
old shows that were considered ‘reality.’
It’s certainly become a lot more popular
since the 1990s, and there’s been an explosion of content.”

Today, reality TV concepts run the
gamut, with shows on home renovation
(Property Brothers, Holmes on Homes, Love
it or List It), housemates (Big Brother),
dating games (The Bachelor, The Bachelorette, Love Island), physical endurance
(American Ninja Warrior), psychological
and/or physical challenges (Survivor,
The Amazing Race), and choosing a new
wardrobe (Queer Eye).
Given the diversity of shows, entertainment insurance typically features a
broad range of different coverages. “It’s
very entrepreneurial, and very much an
artistic process,” Schleifer says of insuring TV shows. “It’s deﬁnitely a challenge
for us as an industry to adapt to something new and pushing the envelope. It’s
a bit of a challenge, but that’s what makes
our job interesting.”
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“Some reality shows have a psychological
or emotional aspect to them. In those
circumstances, we might even suggest
looking at management liability and
employment practices liability to deal
with allegations of sexual harassment
or wrongful termination.”
Typically, TV production companies
and producers will start off with a basic entertainment insurance package that generally handles exposures related to property,
business interruption, and general liability. “And then from there, we really need to
understand and look at the speciﬁcs of the
reality show,” says Schleifer.
The market has been somewhat tight
lately for shows that carry a risk of physical injury. Such shows may look into
things like worker’s compensation or, if
worker’s compensation is not available,
accident insurance. Under certain circumstances, manuscript policies — which
are written to include coverage or conditions not included in a standard, one-sizeﬁts-all policy — may be the best option.
“We had one show where participants,
members of the public, would team up
with a family member and do extreme
sporting activities,” says Schleifer. “It
could be jumping out of an airplane,
swimming with sharks. Each episode was
something different, something unique,
intended to entertain the audience and
bring some element of shock factor. Understanding that is very important to us,
and then tailoring coverage to match it.”
Some shows include live events, which
may require contingency insurance or
cancellation insurance. For the home
renovation shows, a producer may be
looking at coverage for construction and
wrap-up liability. Reputational damage
insurance may be a good idea if there is
a risk that a host or a contestant could
damage the brand of the series, or cause
a broadcaster to have to cancel a series.
There is also a cyber risk for producers

if, for example, they are running contests
or engaging with the fans and asking
them to participate in the show. “If [contestants] are providing information about
themselves — either email addresses or
their identities — and if that is used by
producers in any other way, that creates a
bit of a cyber exposure for releasing conﬁdential information,” says Schleifer.
Some reality shows have a psychological
or emotional aspect to them, he adds. “In
those circumstances, we might even suggest looking at management liability and
employment practices liability to deal with
allegations of sexual harassment or wrongful termination if someone is dismissed.”
Brokers and insurers are more likely
to walk away from insuring reality TV
shows that lean heavily on public humiliation or mean-spiritedness. Shows
that promote inclusion and goodwill
between competitors are more likely to
ﬁnd coverage, Schleifer says.
In light of what’s happened in Britain,
brokers and underwriters will deﬁnitely be asking reality TV producers what
kinds of previous experience they have
had working on these shows. For example, do they have employment lawyers
working with them as well as entertainment lawyers? Do they use proper business practices like contracts and waivers
for people? Are they offering support to
the participants during the show?
“We haven’t seen as many of those
shows in Canada that offer an element of
really vilifying people, or that humiliation aspect of it,” observes Schleifer. “We
tend to be a little kinder to people and
want everyone to be happy.”

TRUSTED ADVISOR

My meetings sometimes
feel useless. Whether
I need to meet with
colleagues or clients,
I often feel like I’m not
getting enough out of
them. What can I do?
— Meeting Mediocrity

Dear Meeting Mediocrity:
Meetings are an important part of
any business. They get colleagues on
the same page, invite collaboration and
provide important (and sometimes vital)
information to help to make decisions.
But they can also be a waste of time. If
you have too many meetings, people will
wind up thinking about all the work piling
up on their desk instead of focusing on
the meeting. If the information is too far
above — or below — your colleagues’
pay grades, they won’t be interested.
Content is important, but have you
considered when to hold your meetings?
Timing is essential. For example, how
many of your meetings are held on a
Friday? It may seem like a good idea
at first: people may seem happier and
more relaxed with the weekend coming
up. However, they’re also the least
productive. A survey from staffing firm
Accountemps found that just 10% of
respondents felt like Friday was their
most fruitful day. So how about Monday?
It’s the start of the week, people are
refreshed and ready to get going, right?
Not so. Tuesday, in fact, topped the list
of when workers feel at their best. As
the week drags on, Accountemps found,
employee productivity takes a dip. As for
when during the day to hold meetings,
mornings are the best time to have
those meetings. Forty-one percent polled
said that’s when they’re most productive,
compared to 31% who said the afternoon. Don’t forget to keep your meeting
short. Project management software
company Podio says your brain can really
only focus on a task for 90-120 minutes
until a break is needed.
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peer to peer
SERVICE ADVICE

SETTING
BOUNDARIES
It’s a busy time for adjusters. Being on
the frontlines dealing with people who have
suffered losses brings its own unique set of
challenges. Dennis Schembri, vice president
of operations in Ontario for Kernaghan
Adjusters, reminds adjusters that they’re
representing an industry. How they handle
the client is a reflection on everyone.
– As told to Adam Malik

There are times when it’s hard to balance the emotions of the client with
our own. Adjusters are dealing with
heavy workloads but we have to keep
in mind that we’re professionals. We’re
getting paid by our clients [the insurer]
to act in their best interests and to administer what their clients [the consumers] are entitled to under the policy.
Being an adjuster means having to be
a bit of a therapist. While some clients
who’ve suffered a loss quickly understand their situation and seem to be at
ease with it, others feel their world is
coming down around them. This is very
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understandable in connection with large
claims, when families are displaced for
months while reconstruction takes place.
People get emotional, use foul language, and sometimes they abuse our
staff. In these cases, I calmly inform
them that certain types of behaviours
are unacceptable. If you set the boundaries, people tend to conform. They
quickly understand that we’re here to
help them. In addition to this, explaining the process is essential. Once they
understand the timelines involved, it
helps them to plan and cope.
Consumers buy a policy and they are

entitled to a few things: 1) coverage, as
set out in the terms and conditions of
the policy; and 2) to be dealt with in a
respectful manner and in utmost good
faith. It’s about gaining trust. If you feel
like slamming the door and stomping
your feet, you do that after you hang up
the phone with the policyholder.
You have to be available for all policyholders and understand what they’re
going through. As difficult as people can
be at times, you have to be empathetic.
Understand that this individual is, ﬁrst
of all, a policyholder and that you have a
great responsibility to them.

It’s time to celebrate our Institute graduates
Our graduates have worked hard for their designations and are deserving of our full recognition. Mark your calendars for a
special occasion, supporting local graduates from coast to coast! More dates to follow.

Convocation Ceremonies at Institutes & Chapters across the country
Newfoundland & Labrador

Saturday, November 9, 2019

Comfort Inn in St. John’s.

Prince Edward Island

Tuesday, November 5, 2019

Delta Prince Edward in Charlottetown.

New Brunswick

Friday, November 8, 2019

Crown Plaza Hotel in Moncton.

Nova Scotia

Wednesday, November 6, 2019

Casino Nova Scotia in Halifax.

Cambrian Shield Chapter

Tuesday, November 5, 2019

Details to be determined for Sudbury.

Ottawa Chapter

Friday, November 29, 2019

Inﬁnity Convention Centre in Ottawa.

Southwestern Ontario Chapter

Thursday, November 14, 2019

Best Western Lamplighter Inn in London.

Manitoba

Wednesday, November 13, 2019

The Fort Garry Hotel in Winnipeg.

Saskatchewan

Thursday, November 14, 2019

)PUFM4BTLBUDIFXBOJO Regina.

Northern Alberta

Thursday, November 21, 2019

Doubletree West Edmonton in Edmonton.

Southern Alberta

Wednesday, November 27, 2019

BMO Centre at Stampede Park in Calgary.

British Columbia

Wednesday, November 20, 2019

Pan Pacific Hotel in Vancouver.

Vancouver Island Chapter

Friday, November 22, 2019

Victoria Golf Club in Victoria.

Kelowna

Thursday, November 28, 2019

Details to be determined for Kelowna.

Ontario

www.insuranceinstitute.ca/cipsociety

